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PRELIMINARY REPORT
The Task Force for the Future of Computing at CMU (TI_C) was err•ted by President Cyert in September

1981 to formulate a view of what compming at CMU should be like ia the mid to hte eighties. In • two page .,

Charge (reproduced u Appendix 1) he laid eel the following reasons for establishing the Task Force. CMU is

already heavily committed to computing, and planning is going on in several places that could substantially

increase this commitment. Many groups on campus believe that the computer is an integral and important part

of their own future. The effects of computer use are becoming large enough to affect all aspects of campus life,

not just those that already use computers directly. Thus a global planning effort is in order.

We use the term computation broadly to mean all processing and communication of information by electronic

means. Numerical computation, text processing, data base inquiry, image processing, electronic mail, symbolic

computation, interactive graphics, electronic music, computer-aided design, electronic publishing - all are

computation. Correspondingly, we use the term computational facility to mean the hardware, software and

human supportthat provide computation.

The goal of the Task Force is to attempt to determine the implications for the entire CMU communitT of a

fmure of much enhanced computation, and to formulate what kind of future would benefit us most. This effort

includes predicting bad effects, and proposing poss_le remedies.

The Charge requests a preliminary report by the beginning of the 1982 Spring semester. This is the requested

report, and it is indeed preliminary. The main section describes a set of issues that we deem important. For each

of these we set out preliminary positions or recommendations. To make these issues intellig_le, we precede this

section with three others: the first on the ingredients from which any computational future must be composed,

the second the current state of computing at CMU, and the third on basic positions underlying our discussion
on

of the issues.

In formulating this report we have met intensively through the Fall (some ten 3-4-hour meetings). We have

also met with all the departments and with several other groups (some thirty noon-hour meetings) to gum

knowledge of the diverse ways computers are used on campus, n

A central purpose in circulating a preliminary report is to promote discussion about the issues it contains. We

will arrange public forums for discussion and feedback. We also encourage feedback to any member of the

committee, or by sending computer mail to TFFC on any Computation Center TOPS system or on CMUA at

Computer Science.

Ingredients of a Computational Environment

A modern computational facility is constructed from a few basic physical components: computers for

processing, channels for communicating, memory for storing information permanently, interfaces for interacting
in different modes (e.g., printers, graphics terminals). To these an: added software components: an operating

system and programming environment; an array of programming languages; and, increasingly, many tools (e.g.,

statistics packages, simulators). Finally, there is a human support organization to tie it all together. In the

current era, all these components can he acquired and assembled from many independent sources, so that •

facility is composed, rather than being bought whole from a single vendor. Thus, we need to know the broad

/
(

1We will isst*e later • rtport that describes in mort detail the c_t sutte of computing on campus, especially _ we taw it throu|h the
eyes of those who discussed these mauers with us. However. we want to acknowledge the ltrJe impact these dtscusslons had upon us

this report, and to ctpr_ss our ignttimde to the three-hundred-cxld people who took the time to edtwa_ us.
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options availablefor eachkind of componentin orderto understandtheoptionsavailableto CMU in constructing

'" its future.

Computers. Computers can be characterized by thcir processing power. However. the power of s given
computer architeaure (e.g., s VAX) can vary by • large factor (e.g., five) depending on d_ details of its "
construction, how much working memory is u_d, and what kind of data (e.g., floating point or integer) is being

processed. Thus, the particularcomputer architecture fe.g., VAX vs DEC 2060 vs IBM 4341) doesn't mane
much - what counts is the effective power the computer delivers for the task at hand. As • result, we can adopt
• familiar computer, such as the DEC 2060, as • u_ful, if rough, standard of comparison. Then • VAX can be
described as a third of a DEC 2060. More accuracy _,ould be providedbv adding a separate ratio for processing

other types of data, e.g., • VAX is about equal to a 2060 for floating point processing.

In general, computers sumciently powerful to do important work are gening smaller and cheaper, at roughly •
decrease of 20% per year in unit cost, which amounts to s factor of a third in five years. These decreases mean

thatincreasinglyuseful-sizedcomputersneednotbeownedby largeunits(e.g.,•computationcenter)butcanbe
owned by smallerunits(e.g.,departments,researchgroups,orevenindividuals).Givenboththediversityof

kindsof computerssuggestedabove,and the loweringof costs,it seems almost certainthat CMU's
computationalfuturewillinvolvemany kindsof computersowned by many differententities,includin,g

"personal"computersthatmightbe ownedby individuals.

The personalcomputerhasbeenatthecenterofmuch discussionon CMU's computationalfuture,largely
becauseof theproposalto integratethem intoundergraduateeducation.The definingcharlcteristicsof •

personalcomputerare:A truecomputer,capableofindependentstand•loneoperation,thatisusedby a single

person.Personalcomputersvaryfromverysmall(AppleI,aboutonefiftiethofs 2060)tosmall(therecently

announcedIBM machine,one fifteenthof• 2060)to moderate(Perq,one sixth• 206_ to large(Dorado.•Xeroxresearchmachine,aboutequalto• 2060).Correspondingly,currentcostsvaryroughlybetweenone
thousandandonehundredthousanddollars.

As withothercomputers,fora givenprice,thepoweravailableincreasessubstantiallyeveryyear.A personal

computerwithabouta tenththepowerofa 2060may reasonablybeexpectedtobe availablefora fewthousand
dollarswithinthenextfewyears.

As truecomputers,personalcomputershave varyingamountsof memory and communicationfacilities,
variouswordsizesandfloating-pointcapabilities,andsupport• particulararrayoflanguagesandtools.They all
interfacetotheuserthrougha keyboardandvideodisplay(thelattervaryingimmenselyinqualityandrateof

interaction).Personalcomputersalsovarysignificantlyinaddressspace(from12-bitup to 32-bit)which
determinesultimatelythepossiblecomplexityof programs. Addressspaceisan importantparameterof

computersgenerally,butbecomescriticalinsmallcomputers.

Becausea personalcomputerisdedicatedto a singleuser,serviceisnotdegradedby othersimultaneous

usage,andthereisfreedomfrommany ofthefrustrationsoftime-sharedsystems.Thisstandalonecharacteris
not,however,inviolate- withcommunicationlinks,• personalcomputerbecomesan intelligentinterface
device.Personalcomputersarepleasanttointeractwith,becauserelativelymoreoftheirresourcesaxedevoted
totheinterface.Finally,• personalcomputermay be inexpensiveenoughtopermitprivateownership.Forvery

small personal computers, however, these gains may not be useful because many tools (e.g., document
preparation programs) arc not available on very small machines, and if they arc available their functionalipj may
be minimal.

( Memory. ]_imm'y (main) memory and a modest amount of secondary (disk) memory provide the working
"- memory ofa computerandsimplyconu'ibutetoitsgeneralcomputationalpower.The principalseparateuseof
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seconda,'T memory is permanent storage, which is • large and continually growing need. Today .._condand

" memory meansdisks, ranging from a hundred thou_nd characlers (floppies) to • billion churacters,with the cost
per character decreasingas size increases. Memory can be distributed and shared, if networking is gcxxl, and if
the softwareon individual machines supportsit.

Archiving memory (today, magnetic tape) is also needed. Although this is not • major item in CMU's curnmt

environment, more intensive computation might make it • more major issue and expense.

Communication. As the preceding comments suggest, increasingly a computational facility is m,,de up many

distributed computers. Thus communication to and among computers is • major pan of • computing

environment. Communication (or networking) affects at least four major aspects of an environment. First, as
computer-implemented services become more useful, they are needed more continuously, and ready access

becomes essential. Second, computer servicesare coming to include communications per se - electronic mail,
bulletin boards, conferencing. The value of such services increases radically as everyone in the community
achieves ready access. Third, networking at high data rates allows the distribution of resources among

computers on the basis of cost-performance tradeoffs. Resources can be shared and not duplicated. Four,h,
reliability can be obtained by redundancy and communication to alternative resources.

The most common current networks connect terminals to a single computer, and involve hardwired lines to
immediate locations (terminal rooms and local offices) plus use of the telephone system. The rate of terminal
accessis increasing from 30 characters/see(more or less standard now) to 120 characters/see (the best available

with a modem on a standard voice-grade telephone line). With each increase in data rate, access increases and

the computer becomes easier to use. No one willingly goes back to • lower data rate once • higher one has been
assimilated.

Communication between small dedicated laboratory computers and larger central computers, • vital pan of

current scientific and industrial practice, involves both recording data and downloading programs to the small

machines. Many groups on campus are doing this regularly; others are just beginning. The extension to

undergraduate laboratories is just beginning, but will be pervasive.

Networks linking together computers in a local area art coming into routine operation. At CMU, an Ethernet

and a DECnet link the respective computers of the Computer Science Department and the Computation Center.

Separate networks can be connected through gateways. Local area networks can be fast enough that a computer

can use memory elsewhere on the network as easily as its own, and that one computer can use another for

special tasks or for sharing resources. Thus technology is achieving the ability to weld a collection of computers

into an integrated system.

Long-distance networks (ARPANET, TEI.ENET, TYMNET) allow information to be transmitted nation or
even world-wide. These are significantly slower than local networks, but do permit remote terminal access,

electronic mail, and rapid transfer of files, including documents and programs. The extent of such networks is

growing continually, though still spotty.

Types of Data and Interfaces. Although all computation is done in bits, useful work is always based on data
structures attuned to the relevant task. There an: special structures for integers, floating point numbers, text,

muitifont text, symbolic structures, graphics, speech and hnages, as well as many more tT)ecialized data

structures. Each structure presents • unique combination of computational requirements. Even imegers sad

floating point numbers are quite distinct in their requirements and are embedded in data structuresof various
intrinsic sizes (which is why computer power is measured separately for each). Graphics, speech signals and

( visual images all have requirements for high-capacity communication and large memory. Color displays increase
such requirements further. For these reasons the computational facility as a whole should be designed to support
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somecollectionof data structures,with the appropriatecomputers,communication,mcn_N.yand inlcrfaccstocreale a balancedsyslem. Failuresin thiscoordination(e.g., lhinl_ingonly of a particularck-vic'c.,,ucha_ a
xerographicprinter,withoutcorrespondingterminalsfor display),productsunbalanced._'szcm_thalextra,.1a real
costthroughoutthe system.

In particular,data structuresplacestrongand.specificrequirementson inputandoulputinterface._.Multifimt
text is not possiblewithout high quality displaysand multifont printers.Speechprovide._am_il_r cxampk_

-without microphonesor loudspeakerswhatcanbe donewith a computersystemthaiproces._ ._pccch?Tl_ugh
interfacesseem to presenta bewilderingvariety, they can be understoodin termsof whatdata .structuresthey
support.

The t_,pes of data available make an immense difTerencein what sorts of computing are possible and what

groupsin • communitycan usecomputingprofitably.The provisionof multifonttext hasopenedup computing
to the genera]office world. Graphicsis just becomingwidely available,and throughoutthe campuswe found
many groups for whom its availability would provide a major increase in the utility of computation. A._ with
otherbasictypesof data(e.g.,mu]tifonttext,floatingpointnumbers)thepotentialusesofgraphicsarcvery

diverse.ExamplesincludestatiszicaJdisplays,designapplications(requiringhigh-qualitygraphics),m'tistic
media,largedynamicclassroomdisplays,andthespecialsymbolicnotationsneededformathematics.

Software.The situationismorecomplexthaninthedayswhen softwarewas dividedintooperating_,stems
andprogramminglanguages,andthereismuch inconsistencyandawkwardness.A firstfeatu_ofthecurrent
stateis • varietyof tools:statisticalpackages,linearprogrammingpackages,editors,electronicmail,

simulations,computer-aideddesignsystems,documentproductionsysu:ms,andon andon. Althoughthesetools
aresufficientlycomplexand powerfulthatlearningthemismuch like}earninga programminglanguage,once

learned, • good tool allows one to bypass the phase of writing a program, turning the computer into • device one
usesimmediatelyto solveproblems.Intensiveand sophisticatedusercommunitiesareemergingwhichdo
essentiallyno programming,but onlyusea widearray of tools.

A secondfeatureof the current software situationis the welding togetherof tools, languagesand operating
systemsinto unified programmingenvironments.These environmentsare complexandonly graduallybecome
comfortableplacesto work. The environmentfor the 2060s, for example,extendsbackfifteen years,while the
less comfortable environment for the VAXes is much newer.

A third aspect of current software is the slow development of machine independence, rau'ted with
programming languages, FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL, and to some extent LISP. Many tools, wrinen in these
public languages, are also system independent. Even operating systems are beginning to be machine independent

(e.g., UNIX and C/PM). Machine independence has a long way to go, however. For one thing, the quality of
implementations on different machines often differ significantly.

Support. A collection of hardware and software requires human support to to weld them into a usable
computational facility. Support includes acquisition, installation and maintenance for both hardware and software:
alsousereducation,consulting,sy_emsanalysis,andpreparationofdocumentationanddirectories.At onetime

a computation facility periodically acquired a toad computer systemfrom a single vendor. Now environments are
built through small increments from many sources. Thus the flow of new things requires continuous suppoct
(e.g., new documentation, increased user consulting). Modern computer systems do have tools (on-line
documentation, demand printing, on-line walk-throughof problems by users and consultants) Io help with some
of these functions. However, the basic ingredient of the support system remains what it has always been - •

,.._ well-managed human organization.
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The Current State

CMU is already one of the most intensive university computing environmentsin the nation. Figure
I summarizesthe computationalsituationas of Fall 1981in farmsof the hardwarefacilitiesandthe numbersof -.

users. It does not reveal the number and diversity of operating systems, programming environments,
programminglanguagesandsoftwaretools.

The total annualcomputingbudgetat CMU canbe usefullylumpedinto threepans: ComputationCenter($2.5
million), CSD and Robotics ($2.3 million), and departmentalsysu:ms(AdministrativeSystems,Chemistry,
Physics,Psychology,etc.) ($1.1 million). Amortizedequipmentcostsare includedin thesefigures•However,
departmentalminicomputersare not included,nor is the small amount spent by individualsand individual
researchgrants on terminals and small personal computers. Most important, the extensive support for
departmentalsystemsprovidedbygraduatestudentsandfaculty is not included.

For the ComputationCenter, averagingover the past severalyears, about 35% per year is spentfor capital
acquisitionand65% for operationsandsupport. Roughly,20% of theirbudgetgoesto undergraduateeducation,
45% to researchand graduateeducation(whichcannotbeseparated),23% to administrationand 10%to external
and commercialuses.Almost all of the CSD, Roboticsand departmentalbudgetsgo to researchand graduate
education. Putting it all togetheryields a total annual budgetof $5.9 million, with 9% for undergraduate
education, 68% for research and graduate education, 17% for administration and 6% for external and

commercial. This provides•bout $140 per undergTadu•testudentperyear and$2000 perfaculty_graduate-student
per year. Average figures for computerusagemust be interpretedwith specialcaution,sinceusageis always
distributedveryunevenly,with about90% of the computingbeingdoneby about10%of theusers.

12 "Organizationally,there is a Vice Provostfor ComputingandPlanning,who is responsiblefor all computingon
campus.He directly supervisesthe ComputationCenterandAdministrativeSystems.The latterhasresponsibility
for all administrativecomputingon campus;it is a software organization, working entirely on Computation
Center systems. Major decisionsabout computingare madeby the ComputerBoard, made up of the Provosts
andPresidentin additionto the Vice Provostfor Computing. There is an advisoryComputerPolicyCommittee,
which is broadlyrepresentativeof the wholecampus.There is also a recentlyestablishedComputerEducation
Committeewhose function is to explore how to usecomputerseducationallyin the CMU environment.The
departmentalfacilities are administrativelyseparatefrom the above organization, though their acquisition
decisionsmustbe approvedby the ComputerBoard,and severalof them havetheir machinesmaintainedby the
ComputationCenter•They are mostlytoo small to havedistinctorganizationalstructures.The exceptionis the
ComputerScienceand Robotics,whichrun a joint facility. Thereare about45 full-time equivalentpeoplein the
Computation Center, 15 in the CSD-Robotics facility and 20 in the departmental facilities (including
AdminiswativeSystems),for a totalof about80 people.

Current Planning. CMU is not sitting idle with respectto computation.Numeroussegmentsof the campus
communityalreadyhaveor arelayingplansto dealwith or takeadvantageof increasedcomputation.

The most importantof these plansis the proposalto work towardprovidingconvenientand round-the.clock
sccessto personalcomputersfor all undergraduates,permittingan integrationof computationinto the educational
program.This wouldbe attainedst some time in the future, conventionallyput at five years.This proposalwas
put forth by PresidentCyen in Spring of 1980, and there has been considerablediscussionwith sentiment
expressedin several directions. The administration is actively working towards this goal by exploring
possibilitiesfor • joint venture with an industrial organization,that could provide resourcesfor personal

computers.A TechnicalCommittee,whosemembersare computerexpertsdrawn from severaldepartments,is
working on the technical details.
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ComputationCenterTotal usercommunity:more than3500 usersfromentirecampus(exceptCSD)
5 DEC 2060 TOPS-20Systemsasfollows:

TOPSA (2400 megab)les) for Administration, CC development .
TOPSB (1400 megabytes) for GSIA & SUPA research & graduate education, external
"I'OPSC(1400 megabytes) for CIT re.arch & gmduale education
TOPSD ( 800 megabyles) for undcrgrads. H&SS research & graduate education
TOPSE( 600 megab)les)for undergrads.MCS & CFA research& graduateeducation

I VAX 1I/'780 (300 megab_es) for research& graduateeducation
2 DECI 1/45 RSTS systems(80 megabyteseach) for word processing
All sv_Iemsnetworkedtogethervia DECnet (1 megabaudlink) with connectionsm:

Psychology,Chemistry,PhysicsVAXes andCSD 2060 (also! megabaud)
Terminals(mosthardwired,somedialup;most 1200,2400 baud,some300. 4800)i over 550
1 Xerox9700 Muhifont printer (2 pages/seemax)

Computer Science Department and Robotics Institute
Total usercommunity:400 in CSD, RI. Psych.EE, Math for research& graduateeducation
1 DEC 1080 (similarto a 2060) (1400 megabytes)
I DEC 2060 (1060 megabytes)
! DEC KA10 (one fifth 2060) (40 megabytes)
5 VAX 11/780s(600 megabyteseach)
6 VAX ] 1/750s (half 11/780) (400 megabytes each)
Allsystems networked together via Ethernet (3 megabaud)
Personal computers: 18 Altos (one sixteenth 2060), 4.4 Perqs(one sixth 2060)
1 Dover muhifont Xeroxprinter (half Xerox 9700)
Terminals(half 1200, half 9600; mostwith accessto all systems):250

Departmental systems
Architecture VAX 11/780 (600 megabytes)

Usercommumty:25forresearch& graduate education,jointlywithCSD .ChemistryVAX 1/780(500megabytes)
Usercommumty:40 forresearch& graduateeducation

ElectricalEngineeringVAX 11/780 (160megabytes)
Usercommumty:70 forundergrad& graduateeducation

MechanicalEngineeringVAX 11/750(120megabytes)
Usercommumty:20 forresearch& graduateeducation

Mellon Institute Computer Engineering Center VAX 11/750 (180 megabytes)
User commumty: 25 for research

Physics VAX 11/780 (1700 megabytes)
User commumty 60 for research & graduateeducation

Psychology I VAX 11/780 (400 megabytes) & 2 VAX ! 1/750s (120 megabytes each)
Total user community: 50 for research & graduateeducation

All systems connected to DECnet or to Ethernet

Figure 1: Summary of computer facilities at CMU, Fall 1981.
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Meanwhile • wide variety of departments are engaged in individual planning and development of new

"computer facilities, including a network of powerful personal machines (composer science), • local center ofresearch-oriented machines including several VAXes (psychology), new resources for undergraduate education
(electrical engineering). There are many more examples.

The Task Force has reviewed with some thoroughnessall these developments. It views its role as formulating .,

positions and recommendations towards helping all these efforts work together.

Basic PositionsUnderlying this Report

Comminees to study computation are a regular feature of university life, both here and elsewhere.
Commonly, major concerns are first with equipment and second with economics - with cosvrbenefit analysis in

the narrow sense. The Task Force believes that • more useful focus for its own analysis is based on the

following positions.

#1. The base-line is a substantially increasing use of computers

The starting point for analysis might be whether there should be any increase in computing. But the neutral

assumption is, in fact, that computing will continue to increase substantially, with or without comprehensive

planning. Both grow_ of computation in the external world and the already deep involvement of the university

drive CMU along this path. The important issues are then how to shape this growth and whether to seize the

moment to make • dramatic move to accelerate the increase in computational facility to •nain some worthwhile

goals.

We take the position that a computing at fundamentally good.
substantial increase in CMU is By _ubstantial

increase we mean that most of the community would no longer find computing a scarce resource; terminals

would be available when needed, response times adequate to most tasks, storage sufficient, and printing quick

and convenient.

We believe in the potential of this increased computation not only to help all manner of separate activities,
each in their own way, but also to support new modes of integration and community. Although the ongoing

computer revolution has often failed to achieve these goals, and we share with many in the CMU community
concerns about the effects of letting the computer seep further into our lives, withal, we believe the promise is

great and the benefits clearly outweigh the dangers. We believe our energies should go into finding the right way

to proceedand to do a high-quality job.

#2, The analysis should focus on designing an environment and predicting impacts

Our goal is to set up guidelines for the growth of an appropriate computing environment. These guidelines
addresswhat should come first, major advantages that could accrue to CMU, impacts on all segments of the

campus, and identification of negative side effects with ways to abate them.

Our guidelines do not prescribe total plans for a_on (e.g., whal equipment, what vendor). But we believe

that suchspecific plans should grow from the design of the environment we begin to outline.

We have also not addressed details of how the current environment should be modified in the short tenn.

Some short term decisions are being made and implemented. Others should be formulated in keeping with the

( longer-range goals we addresshere.
-,.._

#3. Analysis should be in terms of general types of computational facilities
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We believe that the imponant issues can be discussedbetter by avoiding detail._such as vendors or specific

_'- equipment. As discussedearlier, the important aspectsof • computationalenvir, nmcm are specified by genera]
characteristics" processing power, addressing space, amounts of scconchuT memory, network bandwidth, etc.
Discussingthe issuesin these terms permits focusing on essentials.

This view implies linle anention to relative costs. While we have no quarrel with economics, narrowly defined
cost-benefit analysesshift •nention away from how large changes in computation will affect the entire campus

community. Furthermore, if two pieces of equipment or software are sufficiently comparable to make • cost-
benefit comparison valid, then choosing between them is probably an implementation decision bener left until we
have defined the total en',ironrr_nt we want.

Behind this position is an assessment that large amounts of computation•] facility can be acquired by CMU
within costs that are acceptable, due in large pan to the radically decreasing cost trends in the industry. Thus.

economics is not a primary concern in our di_ussion.

The Issues

We now present the issues we believe are the most critical to our computational future over the next decade.

I. Access to Computational Facility
Gaining accessto computational facilities includes everything between deciding to use the facility and starling

to accomplish something. Thus it involves making contact with hardware and software (e.g., a terminal and •

port), discovering relevant tools, and learning how to use them. No manet how effective the computational tools

themselves, gaining access an impediment to at computation a larger pan
is the task hand. If becomes much of

our lives, good access, broadly defined, becomes absolutely critical.

The position of the Task Force is that effective expansion of computation must include generous resources and

attention to making access easy and pleasant. This position has the following consequences:

1.1. The campus must have a high-qualit}' local.area computer network

The network must provide every user with direct access, from his own local access device, to all resources on

campus available to him. The Task Force believes this is the single most important technical step thal can be
taken to enhance the computational environment of CMU. The network should also extend beyond the campus

boundary so that access does not decline or disappear when working at home. (We recognize the technical
difficulties here.)

1.2. There must be good means for discovering available computational resources

A multitude of computational tools exist both in the Computation Center and scattered through the community.

There needs to be an information system of sufficient scope to index all these tools. This information system

itself must be universally accessible, presumably both on-line, over local and remote networks, and in hard-copy
form.

1.3. There must be access to appropriate data bases

As with other organizations, CMU finds essential its accumulated information: libraries, accounts, inventories.

( space occupancy, student and personnel records, schedules of classes and events, alumni records, proposals, and
x,_

more. Enhanced computation can provide access to such information for anyone with • legitimate interest (with

due regard for privacy and security). The benefits to CMU in increased efficiency, accuracy, responsiveness and
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community would be very large.

_" 1.4. Good documentation ,,nd human consultation are e_sentlal for access

Interaction with knowledgeable people lies on a continuum with good documentation - both are needed in +,

some mixture to obtain good access. Documentation and user consulting are required for the entire -
computational environment, not just the pan residing in the Computation Center. Likewise, the obligation to
provide theseresources is not soley the responsibility of the Computation Center.

Ideally, good documentation of all facilities should exist in s variety of modes (on the computer as well as in

mass-printed or demand-printed form), and at a variety of levels, especially primers for beginning users in
addition to exhaustive system descriptions.

Although the continuously changing array of tools makes full documentation beyond the resources of any
single organization, we believe documentation requires substantial effort, creativity, and resources, so that the
most essential jobs can be done. For instance, a highly responsiveorganization could produce, for those systems

most in demand, brief documentation made permanently available through networking in • highly indexed on-
line data base. This organization might usefully overlap with human user consultants, who could use their

experience with users in producing user-oriented documentation.

Final comment

We have purposely placed access first on our list of issues. This is primarily because enhancing compLitation
means enhancing computation usage, which means good access. However, we are also responding to the

universal cry of frustration we have heard from the campus community about the current state of access,

including all the issues discussed above. This frus_ting current state was also the major cause of cynicism and
doubt that CMU could implement a eruly beneficial major expansion of computing.

In an effective computer-intensive environment, access must be easy, reliable and pleasant - even gracious.

This is an absolute requ/rement for any major increase of computation, far more important than, say, how to

package computation (e.g., as personal computers). A good campus-wide computer network plus • good

organizational framework for the other aspects of access would provide • basis for lening CMU grow into an

immensely productive computational future. Failing to provide this will almost surely lace any other scheme with

painful frustration.

2. Computation and the Educational Process

The computer is a tool - a means, not an end - to be used by the instructor when judged valuable. Like the

book, it is powerful and has particular usefulness in the ins_'uctional setting. Again, like the book, it can be used

to convey great wisdom or immense lrivia. More than the book, computers can get in the way of education, if

access is difficult and use is ledious and time consuming, or if the student comes to use the computer

inappropriately.

Based on these views, the Task Force takes the following positions on educational computing:

2.1. Vastly increased computational facility can be • major aid to education

The uses of modern computation range from the management of education (grades, assignments, scheduling),

to information display in the classroom (dynamic situations), to text-processing for writing (both generally and in

composition courses), to problem solving in data-rich (social science) and computation-rich (engineering) areas.

( to tutorials in drill and practice domains (e.g., solfege in music), to simulations (engineering), to exercise

checkers (proofs in logic), to design tools (engineering), and much more. The sophistication will increase with
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time, and in the end it may rival the book in its imp•el on education.
No simple characterization of the use of computation in education is possible. The gains arrive •long man)'

different avenues. It is clearly a rich resource with possibilities for impact that keep expanding, it is also clear
to us that an integrated facility (as in Issue I) opens up these poss_ilities.

2.2. The use of computation will be diverse •nd extremely" uneven

The diversity of potential uses implies that usage will aim be uneven. Substantial segments of ibe university
will u_ the computer very little. The computer is not relevant to some educ•tionai efforts; some faculty will
legitimately choose not to use potential that does exist: and man)' uses are not cost effective because they require
too much effort, either of faculty or students.

The preceding statement is important only because we are talking about • very intensive computer environment
- in other environments use is extremely uneven because most people do not use the computer at all. But

greater availability of computers should not create expectations that everyone will use them. Our view is that the
extent and variety of computer use for education will be impressive, but that certainly it will not be used
everywhere.

Furthermore, new tools, however useful, do not change the fundamental role of the teacher in choosing freely
how best to educate, without distracting pressures either from climates of opinion or from direct administrative
expectations.

2.3. Access to robust computation is absolutely critical when computation is woven into education

Most educational facilities - classrooms, books, paper and "pen - are extremely robust, and even when
catastrophe strikes (the heat goes off, • book is lost), substitute arrangements are manageable. The computer is
not so robust, and as described in Issue 1, access is • real problem. Locking into this technology means that
failures in the technology can become failures in instruction. Thus, major expansion in computation for
education must include generous support of robustness and access.

Low reliabilityandpooraccessareespeciallydestructiveforindividualsbeingintroducedtothecomputer,not

only because they are unable to work around problems in the short term, but because their initial problems can
affect their long term view of computation. Students strongly told us that initial bad experiences had really put
them off, and argued strongly for better attention to new student users.

2.4. Computer literacy is •n important educational goal

Literacy - narrowly, being able to read - can be made to carry • broader meaning: Being able to use • basic
intellectual skill competently and intelligently, though not with mastery or scholarship. Literacy in some areas

(e.g.. writing, mathematics) is considered an essential component of becoming educated. We believe that

computer skills should be added to this list.

Computer literacy is not equivalent to learning to program, but is different in at least the following ways:

First, using • computer often means not programming, but using available tools - editors, electronic mail,
statistic•! packages, simulators, computer-aided-design systems, data base systems, and so on. Using these tools
intelligently requires skill, together with knowledge of when to use them appropriately. Second, using •
computer effectively involves more than just local skills for using particular languages or tools. It requires

: understanding the fundamental nature of the computer, what kinds of things it can and cannot do. Third, if the
role of computation is to increase qualitatively at CMU, computer literacy must include competence in the local

computational facilities. This pan of computer literacy is in fact an imporant part of good access.
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Computerliteracy is not a separateeducationalobjective, if computationbecomesmore intensivein our

C environment,thenwe must conveyto our students,as partof theireducationin all areas,thedifferencebetween
intelligentandinappropriateuseof the computer.

Withoutenteringintothe designor curricuh for comput_ literacy,we believethatmanydifferent devicesare •
appropriatefor different functions- confinooosly available short coursesto inu'oduce the tools in the
environment,diversespecial-purposecoursesoffered by I variety of departments,computer-relevanttopics

integratedinto other courses,on-line self-teachingaids for acquiringnew tools, us well us regular coursesin
computerscience.

Althoughcomputerliteracy is most impommtin undergraduateeducation,a good literacy programwould
benefitothersaswell- visitors,graduatestudents,existingfacultywho hadnm previouslyfoundtimeorneed

toassimilatethenew technologies.Allofthesepeoplewillfindourenvironmentimpenetrableifthereartnot
easy ways to assimilate available tools.

2.$. The social dimension of computation

Much speculation exists about the social effects of greatly enhanced computation, especially at the
undergraduate level. Much of the speculation is evoked by the notion of each undergraduate having a personally
owned computer. There is fear that this will isolate students, who will spend all their time interacting with their
machines and not with other persons; also that officialdom (including faculty) will penetrate too deeply into
students lives. But also envisioned are ways to use broadly available computation to make possible new social
activities and to communicate and organize public events (social, intellectual, sports).

Anemion must be paid to social questions, even though the nature of the questions will only gradually emerge.

We make the following recommendations: First, the computer should not be restricted to the world of work: it is
a general aid to living like the telephone and the television. As with these other aids. there will be a tendency
towards overuse which must be counteracted not by resu'icting the use of computers, but by helping students

understand the increasing societal role of the computer, including both its powers and its limitations. ,Second,
much computing should take place in social settings. Terminal rooms are places of learning, communicating and

socializing. Such places must be pleasant and conducive to such activities. When terminal rooms art crowded,
noisy and laid out only for person-terminal interactions (all charges we heard repeatedly about the current scene).
then the good things happen only fitfully at best.

Making computation readily accessible implies putting it near or in residences. But there are problems in
placing devices, which may be hot, noisy and space-taking, into an already crowded residence world. Even

beyond these mechanical aspects, computers may violate space that is now "where one gets away from it all."
Solutions may exist, but they can be expected to be costly. We recommend that these problems be taken
seriously and that, if necessary, resources be diverted from the computers themselves to support modifications to
student residences or provision of auxiliary working spaces.

3. Management of the Computational Facility and Its Expansion
As the community comes to depend increasingly on computation, the infrastructure that supports "computing

must become increasingly responsive to the needs of the community. We include here all the issues of who
controls the various computational facilities, who decides on their growth, and what sons of administrative and
organizational sU'uctures are appropriate to a world increasingly saturated with computation.

Classically, computation is organized in a university in a small, centralized administrative hierarchy, abetted

( by an advisory comminee, with essentially no integration of independently supported research computation. The
"- proposed fully-networked CMU environment would be very different. The set of significant decision makers

will be of the order of fifty to sixty, and will include members of almost every department. Already, there are
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siGnificant facilities in several departxnents, all of which are definitely part of the overall CMU computationsystem. They do and will continue to make demunds on the general system - for maimenance, .*,oftwam.

compatibility, printers, storage, etc. Th_ quasi-m.qtmomous growth, thrnugh independent entrepreneurial

efforts, will provide a substantial fraction of the u_a! n--_"_mes of the t-_em. We believe the large _t of

decision makers is a great strength of the system, though we acknowledge that it poses difficult managemettt
problems.

The position of the Task Force is that effective expansion of computation depends fully -_.s much on
enlighlened management as on high qualit_ technology. Ba_d on this view, we believe:

3.1 SulTicient resources must be provided to build and maintain a first-rate infrastructure

In the recent past, CMU seems to have followed a policy of preferentially puning resources into equipment
rather than support services. This imbalance must be ameliorated if a first-rate infrastructure is to be built.

There may be little romance in budgeting funds to support new hardware facilities. There may also be an

underlying feeling that personal computers and networks should make support services unnecessary. Yet, if

funds sufficient to the cause are not available, the equipment cannot be well-used. "Running lean" is not an

appropriate strategy for building a high-quality infrastructure, particularly where concern already exists about the

robustness of services that can be provided (see 2.3 above).

3.2. The Computation Center should play • strong role in creating an ens'ironment for decentralized

systems

The Computation Center should encourage individuals or departments to develop and control Ioc.al facilities,
and to provide services to the community, as appropriate to their special research and educational roles.

Similarly, the Computation Center should concentrate its energies on creating central facilities where central

control and action seem most appropriate, e.g., networks, mass storage or large _cquisitions of common

equipment.

Encouraging decentralization does not imply a weak Computation Center. On the contrm'y, our view is that

the Computation Center should create a strong central facility that permits the other facilities to flourish. A

strong central system, with stable interfaces and support systems, provides a world to which the other facilities

can adapt and exploit to everyone's advantage.

The overall goal should be to move control, expertise, and services as close to the user as is possible, without

sacrificing the quality of important shared facilities. Achieving this goal will clearly not be easy, and will

require both creativity and resources. However, if done well, our development of an innovative and effective

support infrastructure would not only be of great benefit to ourselves, but serve as a model for others.

The development of such a strong but supportive centrx] facility requires inventiveness plus aggressive

planning and implementation. Thus, though we favor comminees that aid and advise in this process (e.g., the

current Policy Committee), the control and responsibility for the central system should be vested in the

Computation Center.

3.3. The Computation Center should manage b.v incentives

Even with greatly enhanced computing, resources will always be limited compared to all the tasks it would he

( nice to do. A great deal of these resources will be controlled by the Computation Center. In so far as possible.

management should be by incentives - by making it pleasureable and profitable for people to use the facility in

the ways that fit into the general plans of the center. This use of market mechanisms is a central means by
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.- which goal 3.2 above might be satisfied, and is 1o be contrasted with management by edict, which simplyspecifies how users must behave.

3.4. There must exist a continuously updated public phm

Since decision making is dispersed, coordination requires an explicit and regularly updated plan. Such a plan

should provide at least a common view for all decision makers of what computation currently exists and what is

solidly planned. Even this minimal planning in widely access_le form would be an immense aid. The

responsibility for formulating and updating this plan should fall equally on all of the decision makers, and not

just on the Computation Center. Although there is an essential tension between commitment through plans and

the freedom necessary to be appropriately opportunistic and flexible, the kind of plan suggested above restricts

the freedom of entrepreneurs very little.

3.$. Expansion must be managed without major disruption

There is no predictable steady state towards which the computational environment is tending. The most
accurate prediction is that change will be the order of the day in the foreseeable future. In this chronic

expansion, we must be extremely careful not to sacrifice the present for the future. Fortunately, technology

seems finally to support incremental evolution without massive disruption m every step. Management of a major

expansion will itself be an important and substantial activity, which will require generous resources.

Certain guidelines are critical. Good organizational support should precede technological expansion.

Publicized plans should be laid out to enable all to plan their own adaptations to change. Expansion should be

conservative in preserving past facilities for backup, providing contingency resources to smooth over difficulties.

High risks should not be taken without the participation of those affected.

4. The Rewards of Leadership

By advocating a substantial increase in computation at CMU, we are advocating that CMU lead universities
into a world saturated with computation.

Even with this commitment, CMU has a range of options on issues of leadership. For many, the focus is only
on internal goals and not on leadership, but others throughout the community also sense the wider opportunity.

Here, we probe what is implied by leadership in the wider community, and what paths of leadership we
recommend.

4.1. Large payoffs come from being a leader

leadership has its price, but also its rewards. There an: direct payoffs for those involved in leadership, but

also rewards for the institution more generally. First, leadership engenders the ability to gather the resourcesand

the talent to do great things in the area of the leadership itself. Second, leadership and excellence in one area

often translate into a general ability to generate resources and aid for adjoining areas and for the institution as a
whole.

Thus, if CMU's development of computation is sufficiently prescient and responsive as to sratin a position of

leadership, then many rewards follow. Specifically, many of the resources necessary to carry out development

can come from external sources, interested in learning about effects of intensive computer use in society.

In this respect, CMU is currently exploring the possibility of a joint partnership with a vendor. The reward to

( any vendor is the opponunity to develop its systems in a prototype of future educational environments. This

provides both a test bed and a living example for marketing purposes. The rewards to CMU are a major sharing

of the costs of computational expansion, together with less tangible rewards such as direct impact on the
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evolution of the educational computer industry. While the dctails of any such j_lint pannership are f;,r from

- determined, it clearly would involve a long term relationship with a large industrial computer firm. Though part

of a developing pattern in the 80s of university-industry relationships, such a panncr_hip contains some risk - as

one would expect in an attempt to seize leadership. The Task Force believes _ch developments can be well
worth the risk, although the details must be examined carefully.

4.2. Compulalion has some remarkable properties as • candidate for • leadership •re•

CMU, as every university, .reeks areas in which it can be excellent and provide leadership. Exr.cllence in the

various distinct _hol_ly areas are largely the separate achievement of each (although excellence in teaching in
one area certainly requires good quality teaching throughout the university). ]n contrast, computation, although
peripheral to the main tasks of the university, supports all other areas. It enters into some much more than

others, and in separateways in each, but it enters directly. Thus all areas have a direct interest in the quality.
diversity, and organization of the computational facilities. Leadership in the development of an outstanding
computational environment can directly help other areas in their own search for leadership and excellence. Thus,

development of outstanding computation has a unifying, synergistic influence on the universit)' as a whole.

The number of directions in which a university might strive for excellence are limited. We art all familiar

with the counsel to small institutions to build on strength. Computation is one of our strengths, one we can
exploit. A desirable goal, and one that is within our grasp, is to be able to demonstrate to others the best way to
use an excellent computational environment to further the traditional activities of a university. At the same time.

we can taketheleadindevelopingnew areaswhichcomputationmightopen for universities.

4.3.How todealwiththecostsofleadership

Therearecostsof leadership.First,thereisintrinsicriskinexploringany new area.Thus, we shouldmove

cautiouslyand proceedin a way which maintainsthegreatestpossibleflexibility,and careshouldbe takento

establishcontingencyplansto restrictthisrisk. Second,thereareopportunitycosts,forchoosingto anempt

leadership in one area means choosing not to anempt it in others. We believe there is no way out of some

exacerbation of this problem in the present case. We would counsel a strategy of being sure the benefits of

computing are truly widespread. We also believe that when a community chooses to place resources in one area,
it accepts the obligation to be sensitive to the effects in other areas.

Conclusion

V,'e stop at this point, not because we have run out of issues, but because anention needs to be focussed.

Man)' issues of utmost importance have not been touched - security, privacy, the relative needs of special sons

of computing, how we proceed from our current situation (with its problems), and others. Many of these issues

can be dealt with only in the context of a specific totaJ proposal for how the future should develop, which must

include specific vendor offerings, performance parameters, costs and time scales.

This preliminary report has presented the issues we see as most crucial to sening the CMU community upon
an appropriate path. We believe we have been able to reflect here, not only our own assessments, but some of

the sense of the campus. However, much diversity exists on campus and we know we have missed important

opinions. We wish this report to lead to fur,her discussion so [ha[ a more adequate expression of the entire

campus can occur. As mentioned in the introduction, we will be taking steps to hear that expression.
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Appendix

Charge to the Task Force

Richard Cyert
29 October 1981

1 am "creating the Task Force for the Future of Computing at Carnegie-Mellon University to develop •

comprehensive model for the role of computing at CMU during the decade of the '80's and guidelines for

realizing that role. I see this committee as critical in further involving the entire campus in our planning for the
future.

Such an effort takes place in a context in which the importance of computing on our campus continues to

increase dramatically. This is occurring pervasively and not just along • single dimension and for • special

group. The causes of this increase lie in large pan in the exponential growth and ramification of computing in

society as a whole, which impinges on CMU as it does on every university. But the causes lie also in our own

repeated decisions throughout the last quarter century to involve ourselves with this new element - using it in

our research, understanding its nature, building it into the fabric of our scholofly lives.

These decisions continue in full force: the proposal for personal computers throughout undergraduate

education; the proposal in MCS for a special experimental facility for large numerical computation; the decision

of Computer Science to construct SPICE, its own powerful personal computer environment; the decisions to add

yet more DEC 2060s to the Computation Center, and the acceptance of rome Hewlett-Packard small systems to

be used in undergraduate education in Electrical Engineering and in the elementary computer courses.
It is imperative that we attain a broadly-based view and a sense of perspective about where we want to go.

Yet, no moratorium can be called on the existing activities while the Task Force deliberates. Current activities

flow from real needs embodied in earlier plans and from substantial current planning and discussion. For some

activities, time is of the essence. Moreover, we must recognize that planning and decision-making regarding

computing is a continuous process, with each new plan applying, in effect, • course correction to the ongoing

process. Thus, the Task Force should proceed with dispatch, to its view can be_n to influence our course as

soon as possible. Concurrent activities and plans about computing must proceed with caution because the Task

Force's report may cause shifts in the direction that CMU takes. But they need not be suspended.

In the light of the above, I would like to have a preliminary report by the beginning of the coming Spring
semester. The Task Force itself will need to determine what must be accomplished in solo, hence when • final

report can be completed. However, that we face continuous incremental decision-making about the computer

implies that the final report should not be a final view. Rather, it must be a structure that can operate as a

planning framework for continual modification and updating. It will not do to have to evoke in 1983 a new Task

Force for the Real Future of Computing at CMU, just because we have learned so much more and the options

available have expanded so rapidly. Thus, I would hope the Task Force would address this issue of continuous

planning.

I have personally committed myself to a major expansion of the role of computing at CMU. You certainly

know of my public pronouncements on this score and the discussions that have been held this last year, mostly

around the possibility of personal computers for undergraduates. This committment has grown from my tense

that CMU has already taken this direction by those quarter century of decisions and also from my own belief that

/ it offers us an immensely exciting future.

It is clear that this direction implies substantial funds. My own committment has included a belief that a large
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frac'_-_ ..uchfunds can comefrom externalsources,if our plansare sufficientlyexcitingand realistic. But

,- there is no doubtthat a real fraction mustal¢,ocomefrom internal funds. ] do not want the Ta.ckForce to beconcernedprimarily with thetrade-offof fundsfor computationalfacility versusotheractivities. No fixed setof

fundsis available,sosucha trade-offcannotbe addressedexceptin thelight of a model for whatcomputingat
CMU shouldIx:, hence what prospectsexist for external funding. On the o{herhand, there is no planning -,
without somesenseof resources. ] would hopetheTask Forcewould find someway of addressingprioritieson
the dcsireabili_of variouscomputationalfacilitiesandtheinteractionsthat couplevarioususestogether,so that
the trade-offscanbe addressedmoreeasilyas informationbecomesavailableaboutexternalsources.

The Task Force shouldconsiderall factorsrelevantto the use and impactof the computeron CMU - on
education,research,campuslife, recruitment,national image, type of student,administration._hatever. You
may engagein any investigationsyou think appropriate. As you may know, severalother standingcommittees
havealsobeen createdto addressvariousaspectsof computationon campus: theComputerPolicyCommiaee.
the Instructional Computing Committee, and the Technical Comminee. These comminees all have immediate

ongoing responsibilities and thus differ from you. However, you will all need to cooperate clo_ly. To help this
happen, the chairpersons of each of these comminees are also members of the Task Force. ! should note that the
administrative structure for handling and planning computing is an appropriate concern of the Task Force.

The Task Force is advisory to me, Provost R. L. Van Horn, Vice Provost D.E. Van Houweling. and the
entire University. Doug Van Houweling will provide staff support for the Task Force and help you with any
problems you have.

I have asked Allen Newell to chair the Task Force. The membership has been drawn to be widely
representative of the entire campus. This has made for a fairly large comminee, but ! am sure you agree this was

the appropriate decision.
! wish you well on your task and trust that you will develop a view and planning guidelines for the role of

computing at CMU that will exploit this revolutionary technology to our benefit and yet be both realistic and
commensurate with our long-term goals.

,/


